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AGATHA TORRANCE

elcome to our Roses 2013 supplement.
Across these 12 pages, you’ll find all of the
best action from this year’s instalment of the
largest inter-University sporting contest in Europe.
We’ve got match reports, roundups, the best reaction,
and some stunning photos, as York secured a memorable
180.5-105.5 success over our Lancaster counterparts.
It was a fifth win in seven years for the White Rose
and 17th straight success on home soil.
With so many fantastic fixtures on offer, it wasn’t possible to fit everything in here, but for even more Roses
news, reports, analysis and pictures go to nouse.co.uk/
roses.
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t was truly a weekend to remember. We were treated to a Roses
victory of crushing magnitude,
providing the perfect end to an already brilliant year in the world of
York Sport.
180.5-105.5, York streets ahead
of their Lancastrian rivals to record
a monumental success. Wins came
and went at a blistering pace at
times, with many stories to tell as
the White Rose ruthlessly carved a
path to victory.
Disappointments, there were a
few but nothing that ever seriously
looked like troubling York’s claims
to victory.
The ghosts of last year were
banished. In 2012, York were left to
reflect on opportunities that were
perhaps missed - a sterling away
performance that yielded a respectable total but could not be converted into victory.
Questions were asked then as to
why Lancaster’s win was allowed to
come down to little more than the
outrageous number of points handed to climbing.
In Roses 2013, there was to be
no such questioning. York won, and

for all Lancaster’s endeavour, spirit,
and support, the White Rose was
the dominant force throughout.
Yet it all began so quietly. Friday morning was relaxed, a pleasant
spring day at the cricket for those of
us in the media pavilion. And while
that was going on, Lancaster started
the brighter.

“

York had a taste for
victory and it spread
like wildfire

”

The American Football was a
highlight for the visitors, revenge
for a dramatic Centurions success
last year. But while the Red Rose
seemed to have come to Yorkshire
with purpose, the hosts refused to
lie down.
Some stunning indoor hockey
comebacks amongst the cacophonous thunder of the Sports tent provided an injection of pure energy
to all who were present, and, as the
University’s sporting royalty packed
up to head to Huntington Stadium,
Mark Askham brought up his century with the final ball of the cricket
seconds to put York ahead overall
before Friday night’s showpiece.
And what a show it was. The

smoke and fire that greeted York’s
Black and Gold warriors onto the
pitch set a gladiatorial tone for the
evening, and what started as a battle
soon became a massacre.
Lancaster’s bleach-blonde team
put up a fight in the opening stages
and threatened to make a game of
things but York did what they have
done with remarkable consistency
this season. Win. With passion and
with flair.
The score line tells it’s own story
of how one-sided the match became,
but the individual tales of heroism
must not be forgotten. Chadwick,
Lord, Draycott, Osborne and more,
all of them heroes as UYRUFC
took the first steps towards a fifth
straight Roses whitewash.
York had a taste for victory and
the trend spread like wildfire.
To Saturday. Super Saturday
- that sounds familiar. Women’s
fencing was first up and the team
did what was expected, Player of
the Tournament Louise Highton
completing part one of her personal
Roses journey.
The JLD was a source of many
a point for York as UYHC turned
their home into a fortress. Four wins
from five there, and plenty more
across campus.
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Passion,
pride, and
megaphones
Beth Jakubowski
SPORTS EDITOR

PHILIPPA GRAFTON

in glorious weekend
Badminton were typically imperious in their Roses success, while
women’s rugby provided one of the
undoubted highlights of the weekend.
If any club had sour Roses
memories to dispel, it was UYWRUFC and they produced a display of extreme character, heart and
quality to claim a four points that
was thoroughly deserved.
York were dominant on land,
and so too in the water. Swimming
and a sensational sailing finish
brought York’s tally up further and
that set the mood for water polo.
The heat and humidity of the
pool was nothing compared to the
stifling intensity of two mesmeric
fixtures. Highton led the way with
five goals for the women’s team, who
recorded a historic success.
The team were a picture of pure
joy, but their male counterparts had
to finish the job. And they did. It was
scrappy at times, feisty throughout,
but victory rarely looked in doubt.
And while UYSWC made waves
on Hes East, back in Derwent there
was work to be done. Darts and
pool, the spectators’ favourites, provided a perfect end to a spectacular
day.
Wins over high quality opposi-

tion and in circumstances of ultimate pressure sent York to within
touching distance of the all-important magic number.
A magic number that soon
changed. The men’s 10k fooled almost all of us, confirmation of York’s
success delayed thanks to some misplaced signs and lost runners.
And while we waited with bated
breath, eagerly watching as women’s
lacrosse looked set to put us over the
top with the most one-sided result
of the weekend, the confirmation
came from an unlikely source.

“

A ‘Team York’ feeling is what Charlotte
Winter had promised to
deliver and it was well
and truly in evidence

”

Far away on the River Derwent,
the women’s canoe slalom team secured the two points that confirmed
the Carter-James Trophy’s return to
York.
There was more to come as the
win became a thrashing, netball and
women’s football among the star
performers, while the women’s volleyball match was perhaps the most

heart-stopping of them all.
The weekend would end with a
whimper rather than a bang, York’s
endeavour in the final fixtures of the
day was not enough to overcome
some of the Red Rose’s strongest
teams.
But while the visitors could go
home with some semblance of pride
in crossing the 100 point mark,
their late rally was inconsequential.
A three-day epic that had driven York’s sporting best to the limit
and beyond had yielded a result that
matched our wildest dreams.
A 75-point margin of victory
was no more than York deserved. To
ask for more would have been a tad
greedy, perhaps, even for the perfectionists among us.
And for all the individual tales,
some of heroism and joy, some
of despair, one thing was notable
across the weekend.
Roses 2013 had, as is always the
case, brought the University together in pride and, ultimately, glory.
A ‘Team York’ feeling was what
Charlotte Winter had promised to
deliver this year, and it was well and
truly in evidence here.
The Carter-James Trophy is
back where it belongs. And long
may it remain.

A

s soon as I arrived at York,
I was reliably informed that
Varsity was merely a warm
up for Roses.
I was a hopelessly out of my
depth fresher, eager to please and
desperate to get involved in student
journalism.
In a brief, blinding moment of
courage, I ran for an editorial position. It wasn’t long before I was
thrown head first into my first experience of covering a one day tournament, and it turned out to be a
logistical nightmare.
Varsity was painfully disorganised and York’s teams were woefully
disinterested.
But who can blame them? Varsity means very little to York players
and back then, I simply could not
understand why. I just didn’t understand why clubs didn’t take Varsity
seriously.
After journeying back from
Hull with defeat imminent, I
thought it was just because we
didn’t want to be seen as losing to
them. Again, I couldn’t been more
wrong.
The answer to my question was
very simple, York revolves
around Roses. Why compete in Varsity when we
have the biggest interuniversity competition in Europe looming in the summer?
Considering this,
I had incredibly high
expectations of this
weekend. Thankfully, it
didn’t disappoint.
Friday was remarkably slow to get
going and I found
myself a little disheartened. Midday
came and went
with very little action.
But
as
the afternoon
drifted along I
ventured over
to the indoor
hockey,
the
sheer
volume
of noise erupting from the
Sports Tent easily
reached 22 acres.
It was phenomenal. I’ve never experienced an atmosphere that intense in
live sport.
I was sceptical
at first about hockey at Roses, particularly indoor
hockey. I didn’t
see how it could

be very exciting.
But this was just incredible. The
sports tent was rocking, the players
did remarkably well to cope with
the abuse that was being hurled at
them and at times the atmosphere
was positively hostile.
Passion, pride, megaphones,
insults, swearing and the audible
crash of hockey sticks all jumbled
together to create something quite
incomprehensible.
That was just one of the highlights of my weekend. The next was
followed hours later.
Amidst a veil of smoke, fire and
anticipation the men’s rugby firsts
walked out into the simmering cauldron of Huntington Stadium.
Pressure was heaped on their
shoulders but Sam Lord’s men took
it in their stride. They cantered to
victory and provided some memorable moments along the way.
A duck wandered onto the
pitch, mascots brawled at half time,
Conan Osborne sauntered across
half the length of the pitch and Tom
Chadwick fought a blistering wind
to nail a top class conversion.
From a York perspective, it was
the perfect finish to a less than perfect day.
While Varsity was a bitter disappointment not only because of
the result but because of the distinct lack of atmosphere, Roses
was a triumph.
We saw the lot this
weekend, highs, lows, tears
and tantrums, but a personal highlight of mine was
watching the netball firsts
finish their season, not
with a win, but with a
smile. In a rousing
chorus of ‘I can’t take
my eyes off of you’
they just so happened to demonstrate the sporting spirit that
made the Roses
weekend so magical.
While Sunday
may not have lived up
to the raucous highs of
Friday and Saturday I felt
perhaps if it had, we would
have been spoiled.
As it so happens, my
first experience of Roses
has been truly remarkable.
I was told by one particular fan on the sidelines that
you never forget your first
Roses. I think they were
right.
Next year it’s the 50th
anniversary of Roses and
it’s away at Lancaster.
I may never forget my
first Roses, but I don’t
think I’ll forget my
second either!
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FRIDAY

York
22
Lancaster 17

Roses 2013
Top Tweets

@tdizzle39
“Well done to every club who
competed in #Roses2013
- York smashed it!! Well deserved winners of the CarterJames Trophy!”

Rugby firsts star in stadium rout
AGATHA TORRANCE

York’s men’s rugby first team romped to a stunning victory in Friday evening’s Roses clash at Huntington Stadium, the first of three wins that secured a fifth consecutive UYRUFC whitewash

York
Lancaster

57
14

Beth Jakubowski
George Barrett
UYRUFC PUT in a sensational display of attacking rugby to slaughter
a lamentable Lancaster side 57-14 in
front of a packed audience at Huntington Stadium on Friday night.
Fly-half Tom Chadwick controlled the game with maturity and
poise as the White Rose ran in an
incredible nine tries.
Lancaster kicked off and immediately won possession but York
were able to snuff out any form of
attack and began to pressurise the
Red Rose at the breakdown, forcing
an early penalty. It wasn’t long before York engineered their first try,
Chadwick offloaded brilliantly to
Hugo Watson who powered through
the middle of Lancaster’s defence to
dive over for York’s first try.
Chadwick added the conversion
to make it 7-0 and the York crowd
began to create a spine tingling atmosphere around the stadium.
Despite managing to control
possession, errors started to creep

into York’s play. Conan Osborne
knocked on a high ball, and the
White Rose then conceded a penalty
at the scrummage. Lancaster started to move the ball into the York 22
and they were running through the
York tackles with worrying ease. After a powerful driving maul off the
line-out, it was clear that the men in
red were not going to let the occasion get to them.
Lancaster mounted an attack,
sending forward after forward into
contact to inch their way towards
the line, before they managed to
muscle their way through the defence to score a converted try. Lancaster started to threaten the Black
and Gold again from the restart,
and soon found themselves camped
in the York 22.

“

The final score of
57-14 told no lies. York
reigned supreme at
Huntington Stadium

”

York gained some breathing
space after a barrage of brutal hits
when Lancaster were penalised for
holding on in the ruck. But Sam

FRIDAY AS IT HAPPENED

Lord was on hand to rally his troops
and York soon had the momentum.
Out of nowhere, Osborne
spotted a gap in the Lancaster defence on the half way line to surge
through, showing electric pace to
sprint half the pitch and touch down
in the corner. Chadwick missed the
conversion against strong winds,
but York were back in the lead.
York now looked dangerous
with the ball in hand, working
through the phases swiftly and effectively. It was not long before
scrum-half Will Ward received a
deft offload to dart through for
York’s third try. Chadwick added the
extras to make it 19-7.
The crowd had only just settled
back into their seats before Osborne
went over for his second try, showing brilliant hands to receive a long
looping pass from Will Peters to batter his way over the try-line. Chadwick failed to make the conversion,
but York went in at half-time with a
comfortable 24-7 lead.
After the break York were immediately on the scoreboard again.
Watson offloaded to Hugh Draycott,
who shrugged off two tackles to
rumble down the right and score a
converted try, making the lead 31-7.

Draycott proved a menace for Lancaster, constantly wreaking havoc
at the breakdown, and looking dangerous with the ball in hand.

“

That was the
perfect end to the
perfect season

”

Lancaster managed to muster
a soft try, edging over after multiple phases. But it was not going to
rain on York’s parade. Chadwick responded immediately, showing remarkable vision and deceptive pace
as he shredded his way through the
defence, making the score 36-14.
Lancaster’s hopes were now
fading fast as York refused to break
their intensity. Soon Draycott was
over for his second try and Chadwick converted an extremely difficult kick in blustery conditions to
extend York’s lead to 43-14.
York’s forwards proved effective at the scrum, with the front row
of Tristan Burd, Fraser Kirkley and
Draycott consistently punishing
Lancaster’s feeble effort and winning almost every engagement.
As the Black and Gold drove the
ball up the pitch, Chadwick again

showed brilliant vision to put Will
Sharp through under the posts with
a delicate offload. York were now
50-14 and the match had descended
into a rout.
Lancaster knocked-on after a
spell inside York’s 22, and immediately Sharp pounced, scooping up
the ball and sprinting the length of
the pitch to score and round off an
emphatic night for the White Rose.
The final score of 57-14 told no lies,
York reigned supreme.
After the match, influential
captain Lord was satisfied with the
performance. “That was the perfect
end to the perfect season.” Speaking
of Club President Draycott, Lord
told Nouse, “He’s been fairly average
all year. But it’s safe to say that this
is Hugh Draycott’s Roses.” Draycott
himself thanked the crowd for the
“unbelievable atmosphere.”
Meanwhile Nouse man of the
match Chadwick said that though
the team were “hyper-critical” of
themselves this was the “complete
performance.”
This was a real send off after
what has been a near-faultless season for Lord’s men, and it meant
York went home at the end of Roses
day one with a 22-17 lead overall.

10.30

12.22

13.20

13.50

15.22

Day one of Roses
gets underway with
the men’s cricket
seconds on 22

Lancaster win the
second team match
of the women’s
rugby VIIs.

York win their first match of the
day, in the mixed Ultimate Frisbee
contest

York complete an
unlikely late comeback
in the women’s seconds
indoor hockey.

Lancaster Bombers’
Jordan Wilson caps a
fine performance with
one final touchdown.
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Roses 2013
@YorkSportPres
“The Carter-James Trophy is
ours!! e I couldn’t be prouder!!
Thank you for making this
year amazing!! #roses2013”

@YUSU_Welfare
“Just got given cake by Greg
Dyke. My life has taken an odd
turn. #Roses2013”

@CassandraBrown
“A Lancastrian on Central
Hall: ‘that is a weird ass building’ #roses2103”

@Sam_Shepherd1
“Jackets are off now. “In 10
years I’ve never done this” says
Brian Cantor. Wow. #Roses2013”

@TomWitherow
“Breaking at the rugby:
THERE IS A DUCK IN THE
STADIUM. A REAL DUCK
FROM CAMPUS”
PHILIPPA GRAFTON

Bombers demolish Centurions
LILY GRANT

York were unable to capitalise on a strong first half display on 22 acres

York
Lancaster

20
43

James Ellis
SPORTS REPORTER
LANCASTER BOMBERS showed
grit and determination to come
back and beat York Centurions in
their Roses match up.
Lancaster came back after being behind 20-13 at the half to win
43-20, exacting revenge for their
narrow 15-14 defeat on home soil in
last year’s competition.

The match started well for the
Centurions and saw Sam Parke put
early points on the board to give
York a 6-0 lead. Lancaster quickly
responded when running back Reggie Ademiji broke free to level the
score, the subsequent conversion
saw the score become 7-6 in favour
of Lancaster.
Some brave play calling from
Lancaster produced a well executed
fake punt which resulted in David
Messenger storming down the field
for 55 yards to produce a touchdown.
York responded in an emphatic

manner, Robert Wickham at quarterback produced a sensational
throw which was caught comfortably by Seb Booth. Another flash of
brilliance from Wickham saw the
two-point conversion completed,
putting York once again in the lead
at 14-13.
A perfect throw from Wickham
saw a 35-yard pass completed, however, a questionable call from the
Lancaster side resulted in the pass
being ruled as incomplete.
York were not to be denied
however, the following play resulted
in a similar throw this time from
Wickham to Booth which lead to
Nathaniel Blackmore getting the
ball across the line to see York going
into the half leading 20-13.
Ademiji secured another touchdown after the half to put Lancaster
within one point of York.
York never looked to get into
the half with Messenger producing another touchdown to give the
Bombers a 31-20 lead going into the
fourth quarter.
The Centurions however could
not do anything with the ball, another long throw by Wickham was
picked once again by Jordan Wilson
which lead to Messenger producing
another touchdown for his side.
Another sensational pick by
Wilson lead to him getting his second touchdown of the game, leading to the final score of 43-20 in
favour of Lancaster.

York on top after close day one
Beth Jakubowski
SPORTS EDITOR
IN A tight first day of Roses 2013,
York were just able to edge ahead by
the end of the day despite a strong
start from the Red Rose.
The opening Roses fixture was
the cricket and the men’s seconds
won in emphatic fashion, bowling Lancaster out for 209 and then
reaching 211-4 in reply.
Thomas Waghorn and Callum
Rabbet spear-headed a York comeback, pegging Lancaster back after
a very positive opening ten overs.
York were able to limit Lancaster to 209 on a very flat wicket and
were in a strong position to win the
match.
And so it was to be for York,
Mark Askham magnificently reaching a century off the last ball of the
innings to seal the win and the two
points.

The ultimate frisbee was a dramatic affair, with both the women’s
indoors and the open indoors being
won by Lancaster. Both matches
finished with 5-6 scorelines in Lancaster’s favour and both went down
to the wire.
But in the mixed indoors encounter, York came out as victors.
After Lancaster managed to equalise, it came down to the final game
and York held their nerve to take
a 6-5 win, York’s first points since
Wednesday’s riding fixtures.
It was not to be for York in the
women’s rugby VIIs, with Lancaster winning both matches. York’s
second team lost 5-19 despite a
monumental second half effort. The
women’s firsts fell to a heavy defeat
with Lancaster winning 5-35. Dee
Otunla scored York’s lone try in the
dying seconds of the match, with
captain Lucy Davies saying afterwards that “we are on equal par with

16.44

20.20

Johnno Butler grabs
the winner for York
in the men’s indoor
hockey firsts.

Hugo Watson
opens the scoring
at the stadium for
UYRUFC.

Lancaster walked
away with four of
the six points on
offer from Friday’s
Ultimate Frisbee
matches

them skill-wise but they found the
right space”.
The badminton mixed firsts
gave York some much needed points
as Lancaster were starting to build a
lead after the rugby and the American football went their way.
They won emphatically with an
8-1 margin to give York four points.
It was a fantastic boost going into
the titantic clash at the Huntington
stadium later that evening.
News would come later that
evening of a draw in the snowsports
over at Castleford which meant that
York ended day one of Roses 22-17
ahead.

20.45
Conan Osborne
produces a brilliant
individual try to regain
York’s lead.

Ind o or ho ckey p rovide d a n a f te rno on of s tu nning come b a cks

White Rose prevails
in hockey thrillers
Tom Fennelly
DEPUTY SPORTS EDITOR
YORK’S MEN’S firsts indoor hockey
squad produced one of the most entertaining and high-octane matches
of Friday’s fixtures in the Tent as
they won 6-5.
Hugo Christie was the star of
the game as he netted four of York’s
six goals, with his first coming in the
very first minute when he finished
with ease on the second time of asking from a short corner.
Lancaster finally found an
equaliser at the ten minute mark
when they broke against the run of
play behind the York defence; their
striker provided a cool finish at the
near post.
Five minutes later, Lancaster
took the lead; the striker found the
angle to slot the ball past Chaundy.
The Red Rose managed to reclaim
possession with an instant goal.
This rattled York and the game became more heated as they looked for
a response.
It came only a few minutes
later, when Christie scored with a
superb finish from a short corner.
And immediately after, the captain
had his hat-trick with an identical
goal to draw the teams level at half

time at 3-3.
York retook the lead from yet
another Christie short corner. Leo
Watton received a green card and
was sin-binned shortly after, and
Lancaster’s extra man was telling
as they scored from a dubious short
corner.
York reacted well two minutes
later when Watton returned to play
the ball across goal and provide
Laurie Torrington with an easy finish. However, Lancaster once again
reacted instantly from the push
back to level things up at 5-5.
It was Johnno Butler who
grabbed the late winner. York won
a free hit in midfield, which Butler
quickly latched on to with a sneaky
flick at the near as the crowd erupted. Watton received a yellow card in
the dying moments, whilst Lancaster squandered their final chance of
forcing a draw from a short corner.
Earlier in the afternoon, York
had secured three draws in the
other indoor hockey fixtures. The
women’s seconds battled back from
two down to draw, while the men’s
were held 5-5.
That was before a late Izzy
Hutchinson strike levelled the
women’s first team match at 4-4,
UYHC undefeated for the day.

21.21

21.53

Tom Chadwick shows superb
pace and vision to blast his way
through the Lancaster defence
and score.

The full-time whistle blows
after Will Sharp runs unchallenged from his own
half to add the final try.
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SATURDAY

Superb
win for
women’s
rugby
York
Lancaster

15
5

George Barrett
SPORTS EDITOR
THE WOMEN’S rugby team pulled
off a spirited 15-5 win despite multiple injury disruptions in Saturday
afternoon’s Roses clash.
After last year’s 60-7 defeat,
York were determined to walk away
with the Roses points this time. The
White Rose showed real character
and nerve to seal a hard-fought win
with tries from Susie Herron, Kat
Underhill and Morven Robertson.
York put pressure on Lancaster’s defence straight from the off.
The pack dominated the scrum,
winning several against the head.
But errors from both teams disrupted any flow in the game.
As the first half wore on Lancaster gradually started to grow in
stature, manufacturing a number
try-scoring opportunities.
But it was York who struck
first as they were rewarded for their
dominance up front, Herron going
over to score a fabulous try.
15-5 was the score
as UYWRUFC
recorded a
memorable Roses
win on Saturday
afternoon

However, Lancaster responded
to bring the scores level at 5-5 as the
whistle blew for half time.
After half time York showed
incredible nerve as six injuries disrupted the match, an ambulance
being required on four occasions in
total. York were rewarded for their
perserverance, though, as Underhill
scored a brilliant try after a slick
move from the backs.
Soon Robertson darted over the
line after a deft pass from Thulani
Kimbugwe to seal a 15-5 win.
Influential captain Lucy Davies
described it as a “tough game.” Herron was “ecstatic” after the win and
thanked the home crowd for their
“amazing support.”

138.5
York
Lancaster 76.5

Roses 2013
By Quotes

Double joy for water polo
LILY GRANT

Dan Holland
DEPUTY EDITOR
THERE WAS double delight for
York’s water polo teams on Saturday
night, as both the men’s and women’s sides triumphed in the intense
humidity of the York Sport Village.
First out for their 7.15pm start
were Sophie Gorman’s women, who
were looking to improve on a draw
with Lancaster earlier in the season.
Despite an early missed penalty, Kate Richards and the irrepressible Louise Highton put York 2-0 up
after the first quarter.
A Hannah Carter penalty made
it three soon after, and though Lancaster pulled one back, York were
about to enjoy a spell that came to
define the match.
With the Red Rose coach sent
off, York embarked on a scoring
streak that saw them hit three quick
fire goals without reply courtesy of
Jago and a Highton double.
Lancaster were glad to hear
the half-time whistle, and came out
fighting in the third quarter. But
any momentum gained from scoring their second was quickly dispelled by the razor-sharp Highton,
who would end with five goals but
could have had even more.
Jago and Highton completed
the scoring in the final quarter, leaving it at 9-3 York, but that was only
half the job done.
The men’s encounter promised to be even more fiery, and so it
proved.
In what was a scrappy and occasionally bad-tempered affair, York

It was a glorious night at the York Sport Village for UYSWC, with both men’s and women’s water polo winning
again took an early lead that proved
key to the outcome of the match.
Captain Joe Marshall pulled the
strings, providing assists for two of
York’s first three goals, before keeper Chris Snowden was eventually
beaten in the York goal.
4-1 was the score at half-time
thanks to a goal from Perkins, but
Lancaster refused to lie down. Each
time they fought their way back,
however, York had an answer.

Marshall took it upon himself
to keep the Red Rose at arm’s length
with a thumping finish, but at 6-4
going into the final quarter things
were far from settled.
York were not to be denied,
though, as Perkins and Gabriel
Cramer finished things off with a
goal apiece.
8-4 was a solid enough win for
York, and they perhaps deserved an
even wider margin of victory, but

eight points to add to the six won
by swimming earlier in the day was
exactly what they hoped to deliver.
The close of the men’s match
was marked with jubilant celebrations, with almost all of the UYSWC
contingent ending up in the pool to
join their fellow White Rose crusaders in victory.
Once again, water polo proved
to be a highlight of Roses, as UYSWC
more than met expectations.

Brilliant badminton take home the points
Jamie Summers
Tom Fennelly
THE WOMEN’S badminton firsts
recovered from a slow start to steal
victory from Lancaster, completing
another superb year for York badminton in Roses.
Early on, Lancaster dominated
with some skilful teamwork, defeating York Sport President-elect Cass
Brown and Dani Farsiani in three
sets. Beth Cowell and captain Rachael Farrington also lost.
Things looked brighter for York
as Alison Canon and Lucy Travers
earned a point by comfortably defeating Lancaster’s Crystal Luk and
Amy Dickinson 2-0. This emphatic

SATURDAY AS IT HAPPENED

victory then gave the White Rose
momentum as Canon and Travers
won again, beating Campbell and
Turner in a gruelling fixture 23-21,
11-21, 21-17.
However, Lancaster seized the
initiative again to take the lead once
more. Yinai and To overcame Brown
and Farsiani amid controversy over
the score. But York levelled through
Farrington and Cowell.
Later, Travers and Canon won
their first set before being pegged
back, but won the decider.
Meanwhile, Farrington and
Cowell lost their first set but won
the final two to make the score 5-3.
Brown and Farsiani then finished
with a flourish to make the score

6-3, and complete a marvellous win
for the women.
The ever-reliable men’s badminton firsts squad effortlessly carried on their gallant BUCS form to
claim four easy points for the White
Rose.
The talismanic Baillie Watterson and his doubles partner James
Davies won their first match, whilst
Tom Dainty and Andy Henderson
cruised through their match 2-0.
Davies and Watterson then
used similar tactics to clinch convincingly win their match. Dainty
and Henderson had a tighter second
match but pulled through to put the
overall score at 4-0.
York now only needed one more

win to secure the match as a whole
but Dan Hirst and Jinlung Tang
crashed out to a 21-15 and 21-14 loss.
Hirst and Tang sealed the overall win in their second game, holding out for a 2-0 win.
Having won the fixture, York
relaxed. Hirst and Tang lost in
straight ends. However, Davies and
Watterson claimed a win followed
by Dainty and Henderson to cap a
marvellous day for the badminton
team.
Captain Dan Hirst said that “it
all went pretty much to plan”, after
these eight points added to the three
wins UYBC had already secured,
leaving one of York’s most reliable
clubs with another whitewash.

9.25

10.45

10.51

11.11

12.24

Louise Highton, Sophie
Mason and Lori Button get
the women’s fencing underway.

Men’s hockey thirds
finishes 4-1 to York.
First York points of
the day

York win the women’s
fencing 135-61. A complete
rout

Lancaster win both the
dance and the volleyball to
claw back 6 points

After table tennis
wins Lancaster
lead 27-29.
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“

Number 42, you’re an
embarrassment to your team
- go home.

”

Mr Megaphone
Simon Varley

“

The only thing I can
remember from the 1972
Roses was the alcohol.

”

University of York Chancellor
Greg Dyke

“

I was genuinely high
for the entire weekend
of Roses.

”

York Sport President
Charlotte Winter

“

It doesn’t matter
anymore. There’s literally
nothing we can do.
Demoralised Lancastrian
Unnamed Netballer

”

“

I used the flag to pick
up the bird and take it away.
True Yorkshire principles.
The Huntington Bird Whisperer
Hayden

”

Four wins from five as Hockey
Club rack up the points for York
LILY GRANT

The outdoor hockey was a huge attraction on the JLD as only the men’s seconds lost out in a very successful day for York’s Hockey Club

Will Light
Aaron Stennett
SATURDAY SAW a fabulous day for
the outdoor hockey as UYHC won
four of their five matches to finish
the season on a high.
Throughout the day York’s vocal efforts did appear to better the
Red Rose, a testament to the enduring powers of a special seoffer crate
of Budweiser and a loud-hailer.
The men’s thirds opened the
day on the JLD with some scintillating Hockey. Within three minutes of the push back York took the
lead, but Lancaster were quick to
respond with an equaliser.
However, the thirds did not let
this rock them and, after dominating possession, two quickfire goals
gave York a 3-1 lead. Chris Daniels
made it 4-1 shortly afterwards.

In the second half, York continued to control the game but the
scores stayed as they were, York
clinching a comprehensive victory.
The women’s seconds were up
next, looking to continue where the
men had left off.
The Black and Gold controlled
the opening exchanges of the game,
with Emily Arter a real handful for
Lancaster’s defenders.
York were soon rewarded for
their early dominance with a beautiful goal from Nina Rawlings.
They carried a 1-0 lead into
half-time, but immediately after the
break York grabbed another goal;
Rawlings bagged her second before
finishing with a hat-trick to make
the final score 3-0.
It was not all plain sailing, however, as the men’s seconds fell in a
closely fought contest.

The final score of 2-0 to Lancaster did not do York justice for
their tireless work up front.
However, a composed and
classy performance from the women’s firsts saw them gather four Roses points in fine style. The White
Rose always maintained a level of
control over their ill-disciplined
Lancastrian opponents, who finished the match with nine players.
The first half saw a cagey opening period to proceedings, with little
attacking play.
However, a piece of forward
play from York led to a panicked
Lancaster foul on the goal-line, with
the umpire awarding a penalty flick.
Izzy Hutchinson stepped up and
smashed low beyond the stretch of
the Lancaster goalkeeper, to the delight of the fans.
The second half featured more

play around the D, with both sides
enjoying early penalty corners. But
both came to nothing; York’s defence were in superlative form.
Captain Sally Dolton led by
example, putting in a great tackle
and clearing under intense pressure from Lancaster attackers in the
area.
After this slight spell of Lancaster domination, York began to push
for a second goal.
Lancastrian frustration began to tell. Unusually, a substitute
earned a red card for abusing the
umpire, and she had to be physically removed from the pitch by her
team-mates.
With Lancaster down to ten,
York began to dominate in the final stages, with a Vaila Ormiston
charge ending with a low shot just
beyond the post. The final action

of the game saw a Lancaster player
sin-binned for an illegal knock-back
of the ball.
In the end, this was a wellearned victory for a professional
York side. Dolton was delighted
with her team’s display, telling
Nouse, “Our best victories have always been 1-0. Throughout the
match, everybody kept their heads
and nobody lost their cool. Really
well done to Izzy Hutchinson for the
penalty flick as well.”
The men’s first team later ran
out convincing 4-0 winners against
a Lancaster side largely unable to
trouble their opponents.
A stunning reverse sweep from
Leo Watton played through Phil
Ratliff, whose initial effort was parried by the keeper. The ball fell back
to Ratliff however, who produced a
tidy finish from a tight angle to open
the scoring.
Whilst both teams were reduced to ten men during parts of
the match, Lancaster never looked
like producing a real threat to anyone other than megaphone-toting
spectator Simon Varley.
Laurie Torrington doubled the
York lead 20 minutes into the first
half, with a trademark short corner
routine sending the ball flying high
into the net. York were now cruising and Torrington quickly added
another to his tally after half time.
Smart play from the York midfield
allowed him all the time in the
world to tap home York’s third goal
at the back post.
York lost another player to the
sinbin later, but Lancaster simply
could not make their numerical advantage count; short corner after
short corner routine was repelled,
much to the amusement of the
crowd.
To complete the rout, Watton
again turned on the style, gliding
past two hapless defenders, before
unleashing a tidy reverse shot low
into the corner of the goal to finish
the scoring at 4-0.
Overall, the hockey proved to
be one of York’s most successful and
popular events of the tournament
on the JLD. It was still an enjoyable
event for all involved, apart from
any Lancastrian goalkeepers that
fell foul of Varley’s megaphone antics.

13.25

15.30

15.38

20.18

23.12

York win the sailing after
the Lancaster boat capsizes!

Morven Robertson scores
UYWRUFC’s third try to
seal four more York points.

UYRUFC whitewash Lancaster as
the seconds win
15-12.

The women’s water polo
team win 9-3.

Wins in darts and pool
put York within touching
distance of reclaiming the
Carter-James Trophy.
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SUNDAY

York
180.5 Roses 2013
Lancaster 105.5 By Numbers

25

Number of York
wins in the 49-year
history of Roses
AGATHA TORRANCE

Despite their best efforts and the goalkeeping heroics of Jonny Sim, UYAFC firsts can’t prevent Lancaster from taking the lead and winning the match 1-0 to take four points for the Red Rose

Volleyball women in heroic win
York
Lancaster

3
2

George Barrett
SPORTS EDITOR
THE WOMEN’S volleyball firsts
claimed a remarkable five set win
over Lancaster on day three of Roses after saving four match points.
There was nothing to separate the two teams throughout, but
York held their nerve to stare down
match points in the fourth and fifth
sets to run out 25-23, 23-25, 23-25,
27-25, 17-15 winners in possibly the
tightest match of the tournament.
York claimed the win on their
third match point as Lancaster sent
the ball out, with the crowd reacting
in raucous fashion, charging onto
the court to sandwich the team in a
mass bear-hug.
Captain Christina Sechel was
stunned, hardly able to control her
emotions, whilst other members of
the team lay on the court in fits of

tears. York started the match off in
impressive style, carving out a 5-1
lead with some effective work at the
net from Selena Yeung and Jilka
Jizerova.
However, they were soon
pegged back, as Lancaster managed
to stay within a point of the Black
and Gold throughout the majority of the first set, briefly leading at
times.
The standard was incredibly
high, with long rallies characterising much of the game. Early on York
showed great team chemistry, communicating well to earn them several crucial points.
Lancaster headed into to the
business end of the first set with
a 23-22 lead and the momentum
firmly with them. However, at 2322, York made a number of crucial
last-ditch efforts to keep the point
alive. Rossy Rubini made an incredible dive to set the ball up for Jizerova to smash the ball into Lancaster’s side of the court. York then held
their nerve to seal a spectacular first

SUNDAY AS IT HAPPENED

set 25-23.
The second set continued in
similar vein, with York building an
early lead, before Lancaster seized
the initiative to make a comeback.
At 20-16 York looked as if they
may run away with the second set,
with Rubini in fine form, but after
a long rally Lancaster managed to
scrape ahead.
The Red Rose won a tense second set 25-23, much to the disappointment of the White Rose after
blowing their lead. York came out at
the start of the third determined to
take the lead, and so they did, racing
into a 10-3 lead.
But yet again Lancaster showed
true passion and spirit to roar back
into the set, levelling the scores at
16-16 with a graceful winner from
Lancaster’s brilliant Louca Irene.
The scores stayed almost neck
and neck; only for Lancaster sneak
the third set.
York looked as if they were
drifting away, falling 8-4 behind despite brilliant net play from Cherrie

Wong. But York surged back into
the game after a crucial time out,
with Lucia Linares playing out of
her skin to win York a number of
important points.
The scores were tight throughout, and at 23-23 all the Sports Hall
went silent, the crowd knowing how
important the point was.
If York won the point, they’d
have a set point to take it into a decider, but if Lancaster won it, they
would have a match point.
Lancaster seized the initiative
with some smart communication
and a lovely finish from Miele Chiara to bring up match point.
With the score at 24-23, York
showed immense grit and determination to save match point in
emphatic style, Sechel leading her
troops by example.
This lifted York’s spirits and after four big points, York seized the
set to take it into a decider. Lancaster would have been forgiven if they
had folded at this point but they did
not. Instead the scores stayed close

throughout the final set, until Lancaster built up a sudden late burst of
form, snatching a brutally long rally
to make it 14-11 and give them three
match points.
On the first, Lancaster served a
fault, giving York a brief glimmer of
hope. On the second, York held their
nerve in incredible fashion, Joanne
Lee making a crucial last ditch dive
to keep the point alive. On the third,
Lancaster crumbled, unable to cope
with the insurmountable pressure.
Now York seized their chance.
At 14-14, York played a marvellous
point to bring up a match point of
their own. But the Red Rose was not
finished yet, drawing level to make
it 15-15.
Some fabulous play from York,
however brought up their second
match point and they sealed the
match in spectacular fashion.
Sechel told Nouse that the
match was “absolutely crazy. I have
no words for this.” Meanwhile, men’s
president Chris Stent described it as
“the best match I have ever seen.”

10.51

11.28

12.36

13.05

14.06

Confusion reigns as York come home
first in the men’s 10k, but that doesn’t
secure the points needed to win Roses.

The 10k points are
scrapped after several
athletes get lost.

York’s women’s lacrosse firsts
cruise into a 17-2 lead and
look set to gain the all-important points.

But the women’s canoe
slalom team get there
first, with a two-point
victory.

York win a tight
trampolining
contest
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2

Number of BUCS places
separating York and
Lancaster (Y 42; L 44)

5

Number of
consecutive UYRUFC
Roses whitewashes

1985

The year Lancaster last
won a Roses
tournament in York

1

Number of Roses
shuttle buses that
crashed into trees

547

Number of Lancaster
complaints about Simon
Varley’s megaphone

Successful day for York netballers
PETROC TAYLOR

Claire Thomas
Beth Jakubowski
AS THE final fixture of Roses 2013,
the pressure was on for York and
Lancaster’s netball firsts clash to deliver high drama and sporting excellence, and – despite York losing to a
team that possessed greater finesse
and pace in the centre of the court –
it absolutely delivered.
Both teams shot out of the
blocks, with rapid passes seeing
the ball travel end to end. Despite
strong interceptions by Lancaster players, the ball was delivered
to Amy Moye, who converted her
chance with great composure to put
York in the lead. However, a free
pass was swiftly given to the opposition, levelling the score.
The first quarter continued to
be a closely fought out battle, with
outstandingly rapid play. Ferris,
playing centre, was hugely influential, with her energetic style of play.
More goals from Moye and Neblett
saw York keep up with Lancaster.
Dalley-Smith, Daymond and

Ferris pulled off a series of breathtakingly long, fast balls, to see possession regularly streaking down
towards the York goal, but the
Lancaster players were also insurmountable in possession, and their
goal shooter was able to use her
height to her advantage time and
time again to get goals past the
reaches of Pullman and Knight, and
the quarter ended 9-6.
Lancaster were swift to build
on their lead, with a succession of
stunningly accurate passes. Despite
Dixson and Ferris making some
lightning-fast interception, Lancaster had fixated on the tactic of hurtling the ball down the court and to
their unstoppable goal shooter, and
York’s deficit escalated to 20-9. By
this point the momentum was with
Lancaster’s and the half finished 2312 to Lancaster.
Lancaster again took first blood
in the next quarter, and moved
swiftly on to 25-13, and they continued in this fashion – working
as an extremely slick, drilled force
to score another five goals, despite

Moye and Loft working well together to secure York’s fifteenth and sixteenth points. Dixson’s wonderfully
accurate passes set up two more for
York, and Pullman’s pressure in defence was notable with Lancaster
only scoring five in this quarter.
The final quarter saw Lancaster
move with supreme confidence to
score five more, without the White
Rose retaliating. The final score
was 41-23, and a jubilant Lancaster flocked together to celebrate although smiles were also seen on the
faces of the vanquished, who had
utterly exhausted themselves , and
done themselves proud against a
more experienced and drilled team.
In other Roses netball, James
lost 26-32 in the College A Winners
game but the Halifax seconds were
victorious in their College B Winners match as they won 37-12. York’s
College Barbarians won 26-23 to
cap a good day for college netball.
The university third team won
26-13 and the seconds also triumphed 30-22 in an overall good
weekend for York netball.

York seal Roses win Lacrosse claim Roses whitewash
Beth Jakubowski
SPORTS EDITOR
YORK SEALED Roses victory on
Sunday from an entirely unexpected
source. A win in the canoe slalom
gave York the one point they needed
to ensure the Carter-James trophy
would be coming back to York.
After an early heavy loss in the
women’s basketball 24-71, the athletics could have been the source of
the mere seven points York needed
for Roses victory.
Despite a win in the women’s
5k, the farcical men’s 10k was eventually abandoned after several runners got lost after following the
signs for the fun run. Contrary to reports, York had not won Roses yet.
A win was on the cards for York
in the trampolining and it was another four points in the bag.
The two big stories of the day
however were to take place after the
trophy was decided. The netball and
the football were some of the final
Roses fixtures scheduled and they
had vastly contrasting fortunes.
The spring term college league
winners, Wentworth, fell to a 1-0
loss to Fylde college. It was the start
of a Lancaster whitewash in the

AGATHA TORRANCE

football. The men’s thirds lost 3-0
and the seconds also fell to an unfortunate 1-2 loss.
A bright spot for the football
was the women’s firsts who won 3-1,
with goals coming from Ellie Whittaker and Jess Craig. It was a wonderful performance and the perfect
way to end a very strong season.
One of the most heart breaking defeats of the weekend was the
men’s football firsts who lost 1-0.
Men’s basketball
was one of the late
fixtures won by
Lancaster along
with men’s football and volleyball

Club president Tom Day was clearly
distraught at the loss only a week
after they so brilliantly won the
County Cup.
The men’s basketball also
spelled another loss for York as they
couldn’t contain a very strong Lancaster side and lost 35-72.
But the fact remained that York
had done enough to secure Roses
victory. In the end. that was all that
mattered.

Tom Fennelly
Sam Shepherd
THE WOMEN’S lacrosse team
completed the biggest thrashing
of the tournament as they brushed
past an almost non-existent opposition in the form of Lancaster.
York routed their Lancaster opponents 37-3 on 22 acres. Georgie
Saunders and Sasha Greane were
amongst the highest scorers of the
day, whilst team captain Alex White-

hand was also very impressive. York
cruised to an 8-0 lead with steady
goals throughout the first quarter
as Saunders pieced plays together
with her penetrating runs through
the centre. Lancaster managed to
muster one goal in return before the
quarter ended.
Lancaster managed to pull
one back straight away in the second quarter. The score read 18-2 at
half time and that was increased to
26-3 by the third quarter; Lancaster

14.55

15.07

15.18

16.55

Jon Gill pulls a goal back for
the football seconds from a
penalty, but they still go on to
lose 2-1.

The Sports Hall erupts
as York win a stunning
women’s volleyball
match.

Full-time at the women’s football as York win
3-1.

The dream team of
Taylor, Cantor and Dyke secure
York success in
the croquet.

snuck their final consolation goal
before the end of the quarter. It was
Greane who aptly rounded up the
scoring at 37-3.
York’s men dominated in a
highly charged affair on the 22
acres. A superb team performance
saw them secure victory against
their Red Rose rivals. After only
ten minutes York had raced into a
4-1 lead through goals from Andy
Thomas and skipper William Chun.
Lancaster did have a spell of
pressure at the end of the first quarter, but that was as good as it got
for the visitors. Thomas continued
the domination at the beginning of
the second quarter, smashing home
after a sustained spell of pressure.
Soon after, a quickfire double saw
York take the game by the scruff of
the neck.
The domination continued in
the third quarter, with York rapidly
accelerating to an 11-1 lead. Lancaster then had their best spell of the
game, and they managed to secure
a second goal.
The fourth quarter was a formality for York, they added three
more to make the final score 14-2 in
a match where in truth, York could
and should have scored many more.

17.40
With the final whistle in the
netball, Roses 2013 comes
to an end.
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Nouse’s Tournament Highlights
PHILIPPA GRAFTON

Best Sport - Rugby
THIS YEAR, Roses was easily dominated by York’s rugby teams. The
men completed a fifth consecutive
whitewash, starting with a sensational 57-14 victory in the Huntington stadium on Friday night.
Captain Sam Lord led from the

front and the likes of Tom Chadwick
and Hugh Draycott were in imperious form.
The whitewash was completed
on Saturday with the thirds winning with a whopping margin of
40-0. The seconds rounded things

off nicely with a tense 15-12 victory.
The women were also in fine
form, recording an astonishing 15-5
win the year after losing 60-7 away
to Lancaster. The rugby truly provided some of the most memorable
moments of this year’s Roses.

Best Match - Women’s Volleyball
IN TOTALLY unexpected fashion
the women’s volleyball firsts served
up a treat of a match on Sunday,
with York winning in 5 tense sets.
The standard was incredibly
high throughout the contest despite
AGATHA TORRANCE

clear fatigue from both teams in the
final set, which York won 17-15.
Heroically, the women’s volleyball team saved four match points
before sealing the match in style.
The raucous crowd at this point

charged onto the court amid scenes
of absolute bedlam, which included
the Nouse reporter promptly throwing his notepad and pen into the
crowd and joining in the wild celebrations.

Best Player - Louise Highton
YORKSPORT’S CHOICE as Player
of the Tournament, and ours too!
Highton already had a reputation as one of, if not the, best sportswomen in York and after guiding
both women’s fencing and water

polo to victory on Saturday, that has
been enhanced even further.
There were plenty of candidates
for this particular title, though, not
least many of the rugby firsts squad
on Friday (Tom Chadwick was our

Man of the Match there).
Honourable mention as well to
the likes of Hugo Christie and Nina
Rawlings, but there were plenty of
fantastic York performances out
there!

Funniest Moment
THERE WERE two defining moments of Roses 2013. Duck-gate
and Crash-gate. Both as terrifying as
they were humorous. As two unsuspecting sports journalists attempted
to venture to the water polo on Saturday night, one scarily amateur-

ish bus driver had other ideas. The
bus only made it five feet towards
it’s destination before it promptly
crashed into a tree and lodged itself
on the curb. The alarmed passengers were then required to go out
and push. In the battle of man ver-

sus bus, bus won.
In other news, York’s affiliation
with poultry stretched all the way
to the Huntington stadium when a
duck invaded the stands.
No ducks were harmed during
the course of Roses 2013.

RESULTS IN FULL
Fixture
Wednesday May 1

York

Lancs

Pts

4
0

0
2

4
2

Cricket Men’s 2nds
Ultimate Women’s Indoors
Ultimate Open Outdoors
Rugby 7s Women’s 2nds
Rugby 7s Women’s 1sts
Indoor Hockey Women’s 2nds
American Football Men’s
Ultimate Mixed Indoors
Indoor Hockey Men’s 2nds
Badminton Mixed 1sts
Indoor Hockey Women’s 1sts
Indoor Hockey Men’s 1sts
Rugby Men’s 1sts
Snowsports - Freestyle

211
5
5
5
5
2
20
6
5
8
4
6
57
2

208
6
6
19
35
2
43
5
5
1
4
5
14
2

2
2
2
1
2
1
4
2
1
4
2
2
4
4

Fencing Women’s 1sts
Hockey Men’s 3rds
Volleyball Mixed 2nds
Dance
Archery
Table Tennis Mixed 1sts
Table Tennis Mixed 2nds
Cycling Road Race (TT)
Tennis Men’s 2nds
Sailing Mixed 1sts
Sailing Mixed 2nds
Dancesport Beginners’ Ballroom
Dancesport Beginners’ Latin
Dancesport Advanced Ballroom
Dancesport Advanced Latin
Cricket Men’s 1sts
Rugby Men’s 3rds
Swimming Men’s

135
4
0
2
5
5
1
4
2
3
3
35
18
12
26
216
40
4

61
1
3
3
5
9
15
0
3
2
2
7
24
51
37
266
0
0

4
1
2
4
10
4
2
4
2
4
0
1
1
1
1
4
1
4

Equestrian Mixed 1sts
Equestrian Mixed 2nds

Friday May 3

Saturday May 4

Fixture
Swimming Women’s
Hockey Women’s 2nds
Volleyball Mixed 1sts
Debating
Squash Men’s 3rds
Indoor Football Women’s 2nds
Ultimate Open Outdoors
Tennis Women’s 1sts
Lacrosse Mixed 1sts
Darts - College Select
Squash Women’s 2nds
Rugby Men’s 2nds
Hockey Men’s 2nds
Badminton Men’s 2nds
Badminton Women’s 2nds
Snooker
Indoor Football Women’s 1sts
Squash Men’s 2nds
Tennis Men’s 1sts
Rugby Women’s 1sts
Computer Gaming
University Challenge
Fencing Men’s 1sts
Cycling - Mountain Biking
Squash Women’s 1sts
Hockey Women’s 1sts
Darts Women’s 1sts
Squash Men’s 1sts
Canoe Polo - Open
Canoe Polo - Women’s
Badminton Men’s 1sts
Badminton Women’s 1sts
Hockey Men’s 1sts
Pool Men’s
Pool Women’s
Water Polo Women’s 1sts
Darts Men’s 1sts
Water Polo Men’s 1sts
Climbing A

York

Lancs

Pts

2
3
2
4
15
3
15
0
17
0
2
15
0
2
2
3
5
15
4
15
1
370
116
4
1
1
2
3
2
4
7
6
4
5
3
9
5
8
1

2
0
3
0
0
2
7
4
3
1
2
12
2
0
0
2
2
1
0
5
0
150
127
0
3
0
7
0
4
1
2
3
0
4
5
3
4
4
1

4
2
4
4
1
1
4
4
4
0
2
2
2
2
0
4
2
2
4
4
0
0
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3

Fixture
Climbing B
Climbing C
Snowsports - Racing Ski
Snowsports - Racing Board

York

Lancs

Pts

1
0
3
3

0
1
1
2

2
1
4
4

2
2
24
1
247
26
37
326.9
0
0
39
37
4
26
26
3
1
3
110
1
1
1
1
14
35
30
1
1
0
23

0
0
71
0
273
32
12
322.2
1
3
196
3
2
15
23
2
2
1
93
0
0
0
0
2
72
22
3
0
1
41

2
2
4
4
4
4
1
0
4
1
1
0
4
4
1
1
4
2
4
2
1
1
1
1
4
4
4
4
0
4
4

Sunday May 5
Canoe Slalom Men’s
Canoe Slalom Women’s
Basketball Women’s 1sts
Athletics Men’s 10k
Athletics Women’s 5k
Clay Pigeon Shooting
Netball College Winners A
Netball College Winners B
Trampolining Mixed
Football College Winners
Football Men’s 3rds
Cricket Women’s 1sts
Lacrosse Women’s 1sts
Tennis Mixed 1sts
Netball Women’s 3rds
Netball College Select
Volleyball Women’s 1sts
Football Men’s 2nds
Football Women’s 1sts
Fencing Men’s 2nds
Karate - Men’s Kumite
Karate - Men’s Kata
Karate - Women’s Kumite
Karate - Women’s Kata
Lacrosse Men’s 1sts
Basketball Men’s 1sts
Netball Women’s 2nds
Volleyball Men’s 1sts
Croquet
Football Men’s 1sts
Netball Women’s 1sts

